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Pyccel is a static compiler for Python, using Fortran or C as a backend language, that
aims at minimizing the effort of converting a Python prototype to a high-performance
production code. Pyccel started as a small open-source project in 2018 at IPP-Garching,
and it now counts ten developers across three countries, six of which are working full-
time on it. Pyccel’s source code is freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/
pyccel/pyccel), and it can be installed using pip, the Python package manager (https:
//pypi.org/project/pyccel).

Pyccel is able to translate most of the Python language to Fortran or C, provided that
all variables’ types can be computed at compile time and that they do not change during
execution of the program. Since Pyccel makes extensive use of type inference, the user
only needs to declare the function arguments’ types through pragmas (specially formatted
comments) or Python annotations. As required by most scientific computing applications,
Pyccel supports multi-dimensional Numpy arrays and direct calls to BLAS and LAPACK
routines. Moreover, parallel multi-threading is achieved by adding OpenMP pragmas
directly to the Python code. For those (rare) applications that use MPI at a granular
level, Pyccel is also able to translate mpi4py calls in Python to native MPI calls in
Fortran/C. For those interested in heterogeneous computing on general-purpose GPUs,
Pyccel provides experimental support for OpenACC pragmas too.

In most practical situations Pyccel is used to compile an annotated Python module into
a much faster Python C extension module, which can be imported from Python without
any change to the user code. But Pyccel can also be used in “embedded mode”, from the
Python interpreter or IPython, to accelerate user-defined functions interactively. In this
short tutorial we give all the necessary information to start using Pyccel on a Python
project.
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